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Megan: Hello, everyone, and welcome to the Hear From Your Peer webinar on 
helping start client recruitment strategy. I'm Megan Hiltner and I'm the Training 
Colleague with the Healthy Start EPIC Center. And with me are other members of 
the EPIC Center team as well as Maternal Health Bureau, Division of Healthy Start 
Perinatal Services Staff, and also a Peer Grantee presenter whom I'll be introducing 
shortly.  

I'd like to let you know that we have about 90 minutes set aside for this webinar 
and it is being recorded, that way if someone on your team is not able to listen they 
can go back and listen to it later. The recording along with the transcript and slide 
will be posted to our EPIC Center website following the webinar. And before I do 
introduce the presenter I did want to let you know that we really want your 
participation, so we want you to chat in any comments you have or questions into 
the chat box, into the lower right-hand corner of your corner. I'm going to chat 
right now with everyone, the EPIC Center website so now you see it. It's there and 
now you know your chat box is, so we really want you to use that chat box today 
and share with us. 

If we don't get to any and all of your questions today, we will be compiling them 
into a frequently asked questions document that we'll get to include those 
questions. We'll also be posting a series of discussions following this webinar 
where we can also continue the conversation from the webinar. I'll be sharing more 
detail about this discussion group at the end of the webinar, so stay tuned for that.  

So now let me introduce your speakers for today. First off, the webinar facilitator 
is Ms. Rita Webb [SP]; she is the Senior Consultant with JSI in the EPIC Center. 
She has over 30 years of healthcare experience specifically with supporting family 
planning, primary care and safety net providers. Your Peer Grantee presenter, Ms. 
Lisa Matthews, is a Level Three Healthy Start Grantee in Cleveland, Ohio. She is 
the Project Director with Moms First and she'll be sharing a lot of great details 
from her program Extensive Experience with Success with Participant Recruitment 
later on in the webinar.  

And now I'm going to turn it over to Ms. Makiva Rodin [SP] with the Division of 
Healthy Start Perinatal Services for a brief welcome and opening remarks. 
Makiva?  
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Makiva: Hi, Megan. Thank you for that introduction. Good afternoon, everyone. 
On behalf of the Division of Healthy Start Perinatal Services I would like to 
welcome you to this Hear From Your Peer session which focuses on the topic of 
client recruitment. This webinar stems from countless conversations we have had 
with Healthy Start grantees around this very topic. Under the new Healthy Start 
program, grantees are required to recruit and enroll a specific number of program 
participants based on your program's level of if you are a level one, two or three.  

While I do not want to repeat information about the minimum number of 
individuals you must serve, I will say that we are aware of the challenges that 
grantees may face in recruiting participants for their specific population. These 
numbers may cause a bit of nervousness among our Healthy Start program but they 
are needed in order for us to show the greatest impact on the families and 
communities served by your program.  

Additionally, the friendly announcement you responded to last spring do not 
outline specific recruitment strategies each Healthy Start must use to reach its 
target population. However, the proposals you submitted should have provided 
some information on your plans for outreach as this will greatly affect your 
enrollment number. Today's webinar hopes to provide you some insight on how to 
reach your target population and meet the required number of clients or program 
participants for your program. We want you to engage in this discussion and 
provide your forth and strategies that you use that can also be replicated at other 
Healthy Start sites. We see as an expert in this area and welcome your feedback 
and helpful ideas. 

I thank you again for joining us today and look forward to the discussion. Megan, 
you have the floor again. 

Megan: Thank you, Makiva. Okay, Rita, I'll turn it over to you. 

Rita: Thanks, Megan. Hi, everybody. Thank you so much for taking time from 
your, I'm sure, busy day to talk about recruitment. And based on what Makiva said, 
I know it's a very important topic for all of you. 

As you can see from the agenda, I'll be taking a few minutes to share some general 
knowledge on recruitment, and then I'm going to turn it over to Lisa from Moms 
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First in Cleveland who's going to provide you much more detail on how Moms 
First operationalizes their recruitment of clients, and I think that'll be very helpful 
for you all to understand those boots on the ground. 

There's also going to be ample time for you to ask questions, and Lisa, Makiva or I 
will do our best to provide answers to those questions. You'll be asking them 
through the chat, as Megan said, and we will hopefully be able to answer those 
questions, or we will get back to you with the answers after the webinar through an 
FAQ that will be posted on the website.  

Towards the end of the webinar, as Megan mentioned, she'll talk about next steps 
for this topic, and that will include the discussion groups that she referred that will 
be focused on recruitment and what your needs are.  

We hope that by the end of the webinar you all will be able to take at least three 
strategies that would be effective for recruiting your particular target population, 
list at least four potential partners you could engage to recruit clients, and explain 
the important of applying lessons learned in the design of new recruitment 
strategies should your original ones not be working. 

Okay, so let's get started. 

As you're all aware, before recruitment begins, you really have to identify your 
target population that you're going recruit and segment them socio-economically. I 
know that you all completed a community map as part of your application, so 
basically you've already done this, but I wanted to talk a little bit about the reasons 
for segmenting your target population because, as you know, there are different 
strategies that you would use to reach those different segments, and understanding 
how each segment can be reached is critical to recruitment.  

Places and locations, target populations frequent can differ based on their ethnicity, 
their age, maybe their marital status or income, or other types of segmentation that 
you would apply to your population. I think a good example from the healthcare 
world to let you know what I'm talking about, is how grocery stores, pharmacies, 
health departments and division offices have all segmented the market for 
vaccinations for example. So they've all applied that segmentation to the market to 
understand who would go where should they be seeking out vaccinations. And you 
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should understand the utilization patterns of your particular target population so 
you have an idea of how to reach them as well. 

Likewise, there are different communication channels that are typically preferred 
by different population segments. As you know, for example, reaching adolescents 
can be much more effective through social media, while faith-based organizations 
might be appropriate for word-of-mouth strategies in reaching different segments 
of your population. For healthcare services, lower income individuals tend to use 
community health centers or federally-qualified health centers, while moderate 
income individuals might frequent private physicians. And those are just a few 
examples that I wanted to relate, but the important takeaway here is really why you 
need to segment your target population in order to fully understand how to reach 
them. 

So let's get to the meat of the matter - the recruitment strategies. In order to provide 
you with a robust outline of recruitment strategies, as Makiva mentioned, we 
reviewed the grantee profiles that you all completed which, by the way, you also 
have copies of in the directory programs that was given out at the convention so 
you can peruse them in much more detail if you'd like. But there were a lot of good 
ideas outlined for client recruitment and we wanted to share some of them with 
you in addition to others that we've added from the broader field of recruiting 
clients. 

The first, and what I would call ultimate strategy, is built-in recruitment. And what 
I mean by this is that you're with an organization where your target population 
already frequents your location because you either offer a broad continuous 
services or many services that your target population already seek. If that's the 
case, you have a captured audience and you can explain the value of your Health 
Start program to them so they'll want to enroll. These types of organizations 
typically have an opt-in option for potential clients so that those clients can choose 
to become a client of Healthy Start. Other grantees noted that they implemented 
pregnancy testing in-house to provide that vertical integration in order to capture 
potential clients. Hospital, for example, do this all the time. They buy physician 
practices so they have that built-in referral for their patient base. So this was also a 
strategy to use. 
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If you don't offer a continuum of services, or that vertical integration, built-in 
recruitment can also be facilitated by implementing a centralized intake system 
with similar organizations, maybe other MCH organizations in your community, or 
other organizations that is used by your target population that you're trying to 
recruit. The important thing to know when you use this strategy is that you need to 
develop a joint recruitment plan so that all the organizations are involved, and joint 
support for that intake system that the organizations are recruiting. For example, 
you'd want to have universal protocols used by the organizations and they would 
need to be agreed upon, and you'd want to have a no-wrong door policy put in 
place so that wherever the clients present their enrolls into the program. 

A second methodology for recruitment, which is also used by a number of the 
grantees, is indirect outreach, where you reach out to the broader community. Even 
as you have built-in recruitment abilities, you'd want to conduct indirect outreach 
just, in fact, to raise community awareness of your program. Some examples of 
indirect outreach include providing education to the community about the health 
indicators that are prevalent in the community, and why Healthy Start is so 
important. You could conduct, for example, community presentations on the health 
disparities and infant mortality. You could offer classes relevant to Healthy Start 
concepts such as effective parenting, and there are myriad of examples, but you 
could get out in the community and let them know that you're around.  

You could participate in health fairs or back-to-school rallies, and that would be 
another indirect outreach strategy. Developing brochures or flyers, and placing 
them strategically in community locations such as Laundromats, grocery stores, 
pharmacies, salons. You all know your own community the best, but that would 
also raise awareness for your program. Using traditional media such as radio, print 
or TV to advertise your services is a great idea, and don't forget, as a non-profit, 
you can take advantage of what's called earned media where the media has to offer 
you some free advertising, so it's a really good strategy for awareness for non-
profit organizations.  

And then last, but definitely not least, using social media will also raise awareness 
for particular segments of the target population that you're trying to reach. For 
example, you could have a Facebook page, and you could note events on it and 
other accomplishments of your organization. So, essentially, indirect outreach is 
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pretty similar to what you all probably know as an awareness campaign, and I 
think it's very important to get the word out with regard to your program to the 
general community. And don't forget to make sure that whatever indirect outreach 
you do that it's culturally relevant and that it relies on the tenet of segmentation that 
we just discussed in the previous slide.  

Another methodology for recruitment is conducting direct outreach to your 
potential clients. This methodology, obviously, is likely to be more expensive but it 
will also yield higher recruitment numbers which Makiva was talking about as she 
introduced the webinar. Some examples of direct outreach that your peers have 
implemented include attending and presenting at targeted community events that 
are frequented by the target population. Others noted that they distributed newborn 
care tips during relevant events for the target population. And if there are no 
relevant community events you can host them. For example, there were some 
grantees that proposed hosting community baby showers, or booth camps for dads, 
and so I think there's all kinds of community events that could be targeted to the 
particular population you're trying to recruit. 

Doing door-to-door canvassing in neighborhoods where the population lives is a 
great example of direct outreach, and I think Lisa will probably be talking more 
about that because I know that's one of the strategies that they use in Cleveland. 
And the next strategy is also used in Cleveland using the medical mobile units to 
reach out to your target population. Again, Lisa will be going into more detail on 
that later so I won't belabor that particular point.  

Another example of direct outreach is peer recruiting. A number of you use peers 
to relate to potential clients on their level where there's already a cultural 
understanding among them, and, as we know, adolescents are greatly influenced by 
their peers, so if that's part of your target segment, that's a very good direct 
outreach strategy to use. 

Another direct outreach strategy is word-of-mouth from past clients. So, as you all 
know, the best marketing possible, not only for Healthy Start but in all fields, is 
from satisfied clients with positive outcomes. And so I think that's an excellent 
outreach strategy to use. And then, most likely, the best direct outreach strategy 
that would provide the best return on your investment is to employ outreach 
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workers, or I think some of you call them case managers, and to station them at 
strategic locations where your population visits, and then they can actually recruit 
those populations onsite. 

So partnerships are very big in the Healthy Start world, and another tried and true 
methodology for recruiting clients is to partner with organizations that your target 
population utilizes. Because you develop a community action network, or CAN, I 
think is probably the word all of you use by now, with multi-sector partners all of 
you have actually done the due diligence on who your partners could be, and some 
of those CAN partners are ideal partners for referrals.  

From the information that you provided the bureau, CANs have representatives 
from the health fields, from social services, from state governments, from the safe 
community, as well as community-based organizations. And although the intent of 
the CANs is to provide a vehicle for collective impact so that you can reach 
specific goals and outcomes, some of the partnerships that you forged through the 
CANs can be key to your recruitment efforts as you will see when we talk a little 
more on the next few slides about potential partners for recruiting clients. So keep 
in mind that some of those partners are well within your reach already. 

So these next couple of slides propose some common partners that your peers have 
used to assisting recruiting clients. As you can see by perusing them, some of them 
might be more difficult than others to find in your community, but keep in mind 
that there's always a way to identify these partners. I think one of them, for 
example, childcare centers. If you're in a densely populated community it might be 
difficult to identify all the childcare partners without... I'm not even sure if we’ll go 
[SP] to this anymore so that wouldn't be a good opportunity to do that. But be 
aware that entities like childcare have to be licensed, and so you can most likely 
get a licensing list from the licensing agency, and that's a good way to identify 
those partners.  

There are other partners listed on here that you might have to think outside the box 
of how to recruit them, but I'm sure that your peers already have, and so if you 
have any questions about that please chat them into the box and I know you'll share 
those with each other, those recruitment initiatives with each other. So as you can 
see other referral partners that folks have used are, title five, care coordination 
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systems, home visiting programs of course, head start under early head start. Some 
of you worked with the correctional systems in your communities depending on 
who you're trying to target as clients. Many of you work with faith-based 
organizations and shelters in your community. 

And then some grantees noted that they've used the navigators for marketplace 
enrollments as referral partners. Since the navigator is most likely touched many of 
the target populations that you're trying to reach, so I think that's an excellent 
partner to work with. And some actually partnered with insurance plans that cover 
your target population. Much of your target population, I think, is Medicaid and so 
some of your peers have partnered with Medicaid managed care plans in their 
communities which is a very good way to get referrals to your program. Others 
went straight to the source and actually partnered with some state Medicaid 
innovation programs. Some of the States have those and some don't, but it would 
behoove you to understand whether your State does and what they're doing with 
those dollars because they're also a very good referral partner. And other more 
common referral partners included within the school systems, community health 
centers, etcetera.  

In addition to those broader recruitment strategies that I think many organizations 
in the health field as well as you all use for recruitment, we thought it might be 
helpful to look at what's been learned from recruiting folks to enroll in insurance 
coverage through the marketplaces because that was also a very difficult 
recruitment that was taking place and there were some best practices that were 
published. And you can see from the lessons learned that we've outlined here that 
these efforts are very pertinent to your recruitment efforts, and so we thought we'd 
share them with you as well.  

First, investing in outreach staff proved to be very successful. So, as I mentioned 
before, having those outreach staff, or case managers, or whatever you want to 
term them, really provided huge returns on investments. Another best practice to 
make technology work for you, and we talked about that as well, so using social 
media, tweeting, or using cellular technology to reach your clients has proved to be 
very effective. I think it's also important to recognize that everyone has a role in 
outreach, so from the intake person to the provider to anyone else on your staff, 
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everyone should be giving the same message and trying to give that message to 
potential clients regarding the importance and benefits of your program. 

As we also mentioned, engaging faith-based communities in your efforts is very 
important. Clients trust them as well as their advice, and so they are probably an 
excellent partner to have because they're also able to refer clients to you. 

Create an earned media strategy was a best practice, and we mentioned that using 
media and indirect outreach strategies for non-profits can be less expensive, and so 
that's also very important. Customizing your message to target audiences and 
making sure it's culturally relevant and specific to a particular population segment 
you're trying to reach was a great lesson learned, I think, from APA enrollment. 
Promoting word-of-mouth recommendations from satisfied participants, and you 
can even try incenting them to refer a friend if you're able to do that. 

You can offer enrollment for community events that are convenient to the clients, 
and this referred back to the direct outreach or the events that are targeted to that 
particular potential client segment that you're trying to reach. Another thing, I 
think, just in our general knowledge of the enrollment, was that it took multiple 
touches or contact with one person to get them to enroll. And so it's very important 
to keep at it, keep trying to reach that potential client and not to lose hope for sure. 

So now, I think, actually before we get to the Q&A, we thought it would also be a 
good opportunity and helpful to your peers, if any of you have any recruitment best 
practices to share with each other that haven't been addressed today on the 
webinar, you could potentially chat them into the chat box and then we'll share 
them with everyone. So while you're thinking of your questions and chatting those 
in as well, if you have any questions to-date, please also chat in any best practices 
you have to help others so your peers will be aware of them.  

One best practice that was just chatted in was the importance of organization 
signage to raise street visibility. Yes, I think that's great and that's excellent. 
Definitely good to raise awareness and also to recruit potential clients you could 
even put advertisements in those neighborhoods to carry that through further. So 
thanks so much, Susan. Okay, well, folks, just when those best practices do come 
to mind, or comments, chat them in. Otherwise, I think at this point, we'll turn it 
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over to Ms. Lisa Matthews who's going to be sharing her, as Rita said, boots on the 
ground experience with client recruitment. Go ahead, Lisa.  

Lisa: Thank you, Megan, and good afternoon Health Start family.  

I'd like to start by just giving you a little bit of background information about our 
program. Since Cleveland was one of the original Healthy Start sites, the 
Cleveland Department of Public Health has served as the grantee organization for 
Moms First since 1991. Our leadership role includes the administrative task 
included on the slide that you have in front of you, but I also just wanted to, as an 
aside mentioned, that our project was originally named, who some of you who've 
been around a while, may know better as Healthy Family, Healthy Start. Our name 
was changed back in 2002 to Moms First, and that was to avoid confusion with 
numerous local projects that contain the word healthy or start in their names, and it 
created, as I mentioned, a lot of confusion. We have a State Medicaid program 
called Healthy Stars, so by us being called Healthy Family, Healthy Start, again, 
we were always getting mixed up as well as with Healthy Stars, Healthy Family, 
Strong Stars and so forth, so I just thought I'd share that little tidbit with you.  

In terms of our structure, we are targeted to reach African-American women in 
Cleveland's most impoverished communities, so although our target area is the 
entire city of Cleveland, we do focus our services on those neighborhoods that we 
know have the greatest needs. And we have special efforts that I'm going to talk to 
you about to reach out to the adolescents, homeless, substance-abusing and 
incarcerated populations. 

We have subcontractors that for the majority... well, I'll just say, Cleveland has a 
very rich neighborhood settlement house history and some of our sites date back 
over a hundred years. So these establishments have been longstanding trusted 
community resources that provide services within their sites that range from 
daycare and many have meals-on-wheels and senior care as well. They also have 
programs that address the social determinants of health at their site. Like they have 
food banks, they have winter coat programs, and different programs that they offer. 
So having Moms First located at these sites really houses us in a trusted 
environment and takes away the stigma associated with a government program. By 
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government, I don't necessarily mean federally Healthy Start, but government 
meaning the Cleveland Department of Public Health. 

We have two other partners that we work with that include a community-based 
social service agency and a federally-qualified health center. Our participant 
characteristics, as I mentioned before, we target those women or teens that are at 
highest risk for a poor birth outcome, and we determine that by the use of risk 
assessment tool. If you look over the past couple of years at the characteristics of 
those that we are enrolling that meet that criteria, we enroll approximately 1900 
participants each year. Excuse me; we serve approximately 1900 participants each 
year. And about a third of those, as you can see, are teens. Again, primarily, 
African-American because our charges to reduce disparities in the African-
American community. 

However, it's not exclusive to African-American because as a city of Cleveland 
Department of Public Health, we cannot exclude anybody from our program so it 
is open to people that meet the risk assessment criteria citywide. And the majority 
are single women, a little over half. We're not practicing birth control at 
enrollment. And as you see, almost 20% has some history of abuse. Our model is a 
community health worker model. We employ 36 full-time equivalents in terms of 
community health workers, and I just broke out that we are fortunate enough, as 
you can see, to have some county funding and some city general fund dollar 
supplement our federal Healthy Start dollars so that our capacity can be expanded. 
They are supervised by six case managers. And our staff, in terms of the boots on 
the ground, have historically ranged from paraprofessionals to those with the 
Masters degree. However, with Healthy Start 3.0, this past grant year the 
educational requirements have been raised to a minimum of an Associate's degree.  

Moms First utilizes a three-pronged approach to recruitment and engagement. We 
based that in the community, the school setting, and high-risk settings. The 
community reaches out to the community at large. Essentially the school setting 
reaches out to teens because we realized when we were reaching out to the 
community that teens are at school during the day, and we weren't able to reach 
them effectively through that mechanism.  
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Our work in the schools consist of pregnancy prevention-focused activities for the 
entire student body. And then, of course, Moms First's direct services for those that 
find themselves pregnant and in need of our services. And then we also have a 
specialized team that serve those that are incarcerated, in shelters, or in-patient 
chemical dependency treatment programs. Again, these are the women that we feel 
to be at highest risk and were not out in the community when we were canvassing 
in our community setting trying to find them. And so through partnerships, and I'll 
talk a little bit more about that in the upcoming slide, we were able to build 
relationships whereby we can bring our services into the facilities where they're 
located.  

So starting with the community setting, the city of Cleveland is divided. What 
we've done is we divided it into service areas and we've assigned each one of our 
community settlement houses a service area that they're responsible for recruiting 
from. And their recruitment efforts consist of door-to-door neighborhood 
canvassing, tapping into the other onsite programs that they have at the settlement 
house, building relationships with medical, social service providers, city councilor 
reps, and local merchants, doing literature drop-offs at grass root agencies like 
libraries for example, and, of course, neighborhood consortia events. And what I 
learned through Rita's presentation that is we are using or utilizing the direct 
outreach, indirect outreach and built-in recruitment strategies, all within our 
community setting. 

Then we have our school setting, and we have a community-based social service 
agency that does not have a designated service but has a team that specializes in 
reaching the adolescents, so they provide services citywide and we have a 
memorandum of understanding in place with our Cleveland Municipal School 
District to allow our staff to have free access to the school buildings to provide 
services. We also reached out to, in our community; we have a number of non-
traditional schools and charter schools that we work with. And in addition to 
receiving referrals in the schools from faculty and school nurses, we also receive a 
lot of referrals from peers that they... to one of our workers, you know, "You didn't 
hear from me, but you should probably talk to so-and-so." That is proved to be 
very effective in recruiting teenagers. Teenagers are seen at home as well as in the 
school. We make two face-to-face contacts at a minimum per month, and at least 
one of those visits has to be in the home setting. 
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And then instead of neighborhood consortia events, which we hold for our... like 
our settlement houses, our community setting partners, whole neighborhood 
consortia events for the community, or since adolescents are normally in school 
during this time of the community neighborhood consortia events, we hold what 
we call peer advisory groups in the schools. Peer advisory groups are open to the 
student body at large, male and female, they're used to provide pregnancy 
prevention-focused activities, and we talk about reproductive life planning, we talk 
about goal settings, self-esteem, things of that nature with them. And then we also 
invite males and females, the entire student body, whether you're pregnant or not, 
to those workshops and try to do some pregnancy prevention.  

Moving on to our high-risk setting. This particular team operates out of one of our 
city's largest federally-qualified health centers, NEON is their acronym. We have, 
as I said, partnerships established with the Cuyahoga County Corrections Center 
whereby our staff go into the correctional facility twice per week. One day is to do 
group education and parenting classes. The other day is to do one-on-one work 
with the participants and putting together their plan and addressing their needs. 
Because many of these women, the majority that we do serve that are incarcerated 
are there because of some offense that resulted from drug use, that can be stealing, 
or prostitution, or some other behavior that landed them behind bars.  

Many of them are released to in-patient chemical dependency treatment programs. 
And, hence, we started, as we were working with these women, to transition them 
back into the community, we unify them with their families, forging relationships 
with local chemical dependency treatment programs so that we could bring 
programming into their site just as we do in the justice center to provide continuity 
to our participants. And then, of course, oftentimes the next step is transitioning 
into a shelter because they can't go back to their original home. So, again, these 
relationships develop as we try to facilitate the re-integration of these women back 
into the community. And because, as I mentioned, many of their offenses stem 
from alcohol and/or drug abuse, instead of neighborhood consortia events, we 
bring what we call sobriety celebrations to them. And so we hosts these in the in-
patient chemical dependency treatment facility on a quarterly basis, and they are 
really enjoyed by participants in this component of the project. 
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This pie chart shows how we get referrals into our program. This is information 
from 2012 to 2014 and as you can see the three primary referral sources to Moms 
First were outreach by Moms First community health workers, self referral from 
people that are aware of our programs, through promotion that we've done in the 
community, and then family and friend referrals. Again, we feel that the best... I 
don't know, what am I trying to say? That's the highly of the program when we get 
referrals from people that know a family or a friend who have been in the program, 
that's the best, I guess, flattery we could receive.  

So those three categories represent 69% of referrals to Moms First. Now you can 
see some of the smaller ones. We do have reciprocal referral arrangements in place 
with our State home-visiting program health. We grow, as you can see, their 
hospital, homeless shelters, treatment centers, OB-GYN and other providers. And 
then when we have targeted campaigns, as we sometimes do from billboards and 
radio or bus ads, you can see those as well, but they're much smaller sections of the 
pie. 

As previously mentioned, we are fortunate enough to have a health mobile that 
delivers reproductive health services and screenings to the community. We have 
collaborative arrangements with our nursing department to provide services. We 
work collaboratively with Planned Parenthood, and have an MOU in place with 
them, as well as neighborhood family practice, and metro health medical centers to 
local, one, our county hospital, and one, a smaller federally-qualified health center 
that utilize our unit a couple of mornings a week to provide school-based health 
services. 

And I just wanted to share with you some select data to give you an idea of what 
kind of services we provide on board that unit. So in 2014 we had almost 2,000 
visitors to the unit. The first five services are kind of related to reproductive health 
services - pregnancy tests, pap tests, STD/HIV tests and the like. And those 
services were provided, as I mentioned, we have a memorandum of understanding 
with Planned Parenthood, and we really targeted teens with those services, and the 
way we did that is we partnered with locations in the community, recreation 
centers, site located near school buildings, McDonald's, classes where teens hang 
out in terms of how we schedule our unit. So we make our unit available in the 
community, or where the teens tend to congregate so that we get more teen traffic. 
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And then the physical vision tests and the things you see moving down, about 
halfway down the latter part of the list, were part of a new school-based health 
partnership that we established last fall whereby our mobile unit was used to bring 
services on site at select high schools and K-8 schools in the community. Providers 
from the county hospital and/or one of our federally-qualified health centers would 
be on board the unit and would follow up with students that had an emergency 
room visits, or needed asthma follow-up, or some had a chronic health condition, 
as well as to do physicals and immunizations, blood pressure checks and so forth.  

And then the seven emergency care visits were as a result of students that had 
something when they were checked on the health mobile that required further 
emergency care, they needed to go on for additional care. And last, you see that, 
although it didn't generate a lot of referrals, the health mobile was able to refer 31 
moms that got enrolled into our program during the year. 

So now I wanted to show you how all this have made a difference, and I link back 
this to 2000 because, as I said, we've been around since 1991 and it was kind of 
hard to fit it all on one graph, and lumped it, combine it into your averages to kind 
of smooth some of the variances between the annual rates. But what you would 
anticipate is that since we target high-risk African-American participants, you 
would kind of think that our infant mortality rates would be higher than the City of 
Cleveland's overall because we are working with the highest risk of primarily 
African-American community which is, you know, the disparity in our community, 
the African-American disparity ratio is about two to one. But actually, as you can 
see on this graph, our participant outcomes are much lower and have actually 
surpassed the 2020 healthy people goal of six.  

So our biggest challenge as a level three project as we move into this new year is 
now focused on how to expand the success that we've had with our participants to 
the City of Cleveland as a whole and achieve collective impact. And I wanted to 
share with you some of the community engagement strategies that we are working 
on to move the needle in our community as a whole, not just with our participant 
outcomes. So one of the things that we've learned from our community action 
network is that the community, the grassroots community, is not aware that infant 
mortality is a problem in our city. And they don't know why Healthy Start exists. 
They just know for the last 20 some years Cleveland has had a Healthy Start 
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project and they know that we're here to help pregnant moms have healthy babies. 
But they don't understand that our infant mortality rate is not good as a whole. In 
fact, Ohio is the 50th out of 50 states, the worst state in the United States where 
black infants to be born. So it's not just unique to Cleveland. 

So what we decided as a group is that in order to fix the problem in our city, we 
need to make the community aware that we have a problem. If they know the 
problem exists then we can work together on solving the problem. To do this, we 
created a PowerPoint presentation, and it's called Babies Are Dying in the Black 
Community, Did You Know? And this is an interactive presentation that's being 
shared throughout the community. All of our Healthy Start community partners are 
sharing it at every single neighborhood consortium meeting that takes place. We 
have every CAN member sharing it back at their home institution. I've been 
sharing it with faith-based leaders, neighborhood collaborative groups, taken it to 
our City Council, and everyone and anyone at any opportunity possible we zip out 
this presentation.  

Because the presentation not only highlights the fact that we have a problem in our 
community that we all need to be concerned about, but it also provides tools within 
the presentation that individuals and community members can employ to address 
infant mortality, and it also solicits feedback. So it's not just a one-way dialogue, 
there's a lot of questions throughout the presentation. And we were fortunate 
enough to recently have one of our community partners post in on YouTube for us, 
so when one of our staff or community health workers is not available to go out in 
the community, our partners and people that we have shared this with can pull it up 
and share it with their family and friends in their living room and have that 
conversation. So we're really excited about that. 

Some of the other examples, of course, we've talked about our neighborhood 
consortia events. We make a big to-do about National Infant Mortality Awareness 
month in September, and we have a lot of media and partners that come to the table 
to help us during that whole month with numerous events. We put on community 
baby showers. In fact, right now, we have one scheduled for tomorrow. We were 
fortunate enough to get some outside funding from the Ohio city network, and 
during this month alone, three faith-based baby showers. We've been reaching out 
to the faith-based community. We've been working with the managed care 
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communities. We've designed some especially targeted toolkits for infants. We 
have a Safeway toolkit that we distributed in 2014 to all of the clergy in the 
community that included a letter from our Mayor, telling them about the incidents 
of sleep-related deaths in our community. It's actually the third leading cause of 
infant death and something that's preventable. 

So we have then a number of things. Also being a city of Cleveland entity, we have 
over 5,000 employees in the city and we were able to design some payroll staffers 
to go in with everybody's paycheck. We also have Cleveland Public Power which 
is one of our electric companies that's run by the city here. It's an option for your 
home's electrical supplier. And we had inserts go out with the Cleveland Public 
Power utility bills. They have a big billboard on the Shoreway so we've made use 
of that with our ABC's with this campaign. It's just about being creative.  

Even though we've been around for a long while, and we have a number of trusted 
relationships and longstanding partners, we're finding that you need more partners. 
We're finally starting to get to the stage where people are starting to understand 
that this not just a public health problem, this is not just a Healthy Start or a Moms 
First problem, this is everybody's problem, particularly here in our state with, as I 
said, being the 50th out of 50 in black infant mortality. There's a heightened 
awareness among the providers which is great because we're trying to build on that 
momentum now, as I said, to take the Moms First great participant outcomes that 
we've had and share that success communitywide.  

So, in conclusion, this is a happy ending we're all working towards, and here, I just 
wanted to share with you one of our community health workers, this is Charles 
[inaudible 00:51:21] on the left-hand side, and she's been with our project since 
1991. She's one of our indigenous community health workers that has been with 
our project through thick and thin, and this is one of the families that she's serving. 
Thank you for the opportunity to share. I'm guessing we're going to open back up 
to questions.  

Rita: Yeah, thank you so much, Lisa. I think that your detail surrounding the 
recruitment strategies was awesome, and thank you so much for actually tying it 
back to the overall recruitment strategies. I think it's helpful for folks to understand 
how the boots on the ground works, and you're such a successful program, and 
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we're so happy that you were able to share your strategies with everyone. So, as 
Lisa mentioned, we're now going to open it up for questions. Please chat your 
questions into the chat box, and they can be on any part of the presentation so feel 
free to chat in your questions. So the first question that I would like to ask. Lisa, 
it's for you, "Looking back, what do you see as the most important lesson learned 
or lessons learned with participant recruitment?"  

Lisa: Well, I think I would start by saying listen to your community and your 
community partners. We've, over the years, changed our strategy, and I guess that 
would be my second point, which is not to be afraid to evaluate your partnerships 
and if need be make a change. Originally we didn't have this three multi-pronged 
approach that I described today. We had just one general indigenous outreach 
model, and it was, as I mentioned, that through time and lessons learned that we 
realized we weren't reaching everybody through that model and we actually 
decided, and that's how the three-prongs evolved. But then we also re-evaluated 
our partnerships and originally we were not located in community settlement 
houses, we were located in our county hospitals and we were located in QHC [SP]. 
So it wasn't medical model but outreach workers were based at medical 
institutions.  

And what we found was that they were recruiting from their participant-base and 
these were women that were already connected to care. So these were like the 
cream of the crop, not the target population we were aiming for in terms of having 
the biggest impact. So we've made changes along the way, and I encourage others 
to, if need be, don't be afraid to do that as well. 

Rita: Thanks, Lisa.  

Lisa: Mm-hmm. 

Rita: Any other questions from participants? I think that's a very important lesson 
learned, Lisa, to be able to always revise your strategies and do a little evaluation 
cycle and understand what's affecting them and where you need to pull in on 
different strategies. So thanks for that. We have one additional question for you, 
Lisa, actually, "How important was staff buy-in to your recruitment strategies? Did 
your folks all have to be bought-in to the type of recruitment strategies you were 
implementing?" 
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Lisa: Well, yes, I would say it was important because we function as a collective 
group. Even though I'm based at the Cleveland Department of Public Health we 
don't dictate how our program evolves and changes. We have an executive council 
that guides us, but we have community representation on that executive council as 
well as where can other stakeholders in the community, not just our subcontractors. 
So these types of decisions are shared and talked about in that setting, and kind of 
evolves as to how we can best, not only serve our communities, but reach our 
goals. So I would say that that buy-in has been very important and has supported 
us through our transition when we did make a change. 

Rita: Okay, great. We have an additional question, "Have you had any success in 
building relations with medical providers to refer high-risk patients for case 
management?" 

Lisa: Yes, we have had some successes. We are continuing to build new 
relationships in that area. Just two weeks ago I did a presentation for one of our 
local hospitals who's starting up a new centering program. And so I went over and 
I educated all the nurse midwife about our program, created a unique referral form 
for a specific event so we can track how many referrals we were getting from their 
site. We're doing more and more of this. Being around a long time, we have a 
history in the community. A lot of the agencies are aware of us, but also we have to 
realize turnover, and new professionals coming in, so there's always a need to do 
more education in that area. So it's something that is ongoing for us. 

Rita: Great. Thank you. I don't see any additional questions in the chat right now, 
so I'm going to turn it over to Megan so she can fill you all in on the discussion 
groups, but certainly if you have any additional questions chat them in and we'll 
continue to answer them after Megan explains the discussion groups.  

Megan: Thanks, Rita. So I want you all to think about if you have any best 
practices that you'd like to share on participant recruitment, and if you're interested 
in learning more from your peers regarding participant recruitment, and if you are, 
we really, really would like to invite you to sign up for the discussion groups series 
on this topic, which you can share these things and hear from your peers and as 
well as eventually inform the Healthy Start model. They are intended to be a series 
of conversations to possibly three conversations that when possible will be co-
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facilitated by a Healthy Start grantee and an EPIC team member, and we'll focus 
on sharing. And I also wanted to let you know that as far as next step on this topic, 
if we find that there are more interests, because this topic is so huge, there can be 
additional webinars that we can address more.  

So what we'd like to do now is do a quick poll of you all to see just to gauge your 
interest in considering participating in a discussion group. So if you'll take a 
moment and think about it. Now, with this poll, we are not in any way actually 
signing you up. It's just going to give us a general sense if you're interested. At this 
point in time too we'll also cope in the chat box the registration room because I 
also know you are very busy people. So if you don't want to sign up at this moment 
we understand. You do not have to do that, but I want to give you the opportunity. 
We'll be chatting right now the registration link.  

We'll email out that registration link following this webinar where you can go in 
and register. We'll put potential dates out there that you can compare to your 
calendar and see what works best for you, and hopefully we'll be able to find a time 
that's convenient for you to have this discussion. So that's our plans for next step in 
hosting this follow-up discussion group. And let me just give you a little more 
detail. I do want to tell you, at the end of the discussion group, the folks who 
participated in each discussion group will identify some recommendations that will 
then be shared with the Healthy Start coin for review and approval and 
examination which will then ultimately be shared and recommended to inform the 
Healthy Start model. 

So that's the plan for discussion groups. Thanks for giving it some thought. I'm 
now just going to brief you on what's happening next with webinars and events, 
and there we go. So we've got three more webinars this month. Remember we don't 
expect only one person to attend. We hope that if you are not able to attend, you 
can forward the information out, March 19th, from 3:00 to 4:00, that's an Ask the 
Expert on the Happiest Baby with Dr. Harvey Karp. March 24th there's a webinar 
on Learn the Signs, Act Early with Camille Smith at CDC. Then on March 31st, a 
special initiative webinar on the Gabby System, that if you did listen in on the 
Preconception Care webinar earlier this week it will be a continuation of that, and 
we'll be able to hear more about being part of the Gabby System. So registration 
information for all these webinars is included on the Healthy Start EPIC Center 
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website listed here, and we also post all the recorded webinars, transcripts and slide 
information there as well. I really want to thank you all for your time and 
participating. Again, a huge, huge thank you to you, Lisa, for taking time out and 
sharing all the great work that your Healthy Start program is doing. Thank you so 
much for doing that. Thanks to Rita for her presentation as well, and we look 
forward to having you more additional webinars in the future. Thanks so much. 
This concludes this webinar presentation. 
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